
Ace Sheds offer Woodland Trust Building
Treatment for Sheds in Kent

Ace Sheds offer Ronseal and Woodland Trust building treatment creation.

ASHFORD, KENT, UK, August 28, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Garden

sheds in Kent creators, Ace Sheds, now offer customers from the

county along with Essex, Sussex, West Sussex and London a range of

building treatment for the treatment of sheds, timber workshops and

summer houses. The shed company can offer customers a range of

treatment from Ronseal. The treatment is part of a partnership

between Ronseal and the Woodland Trust who have developed a range

garden colours to protect the wood and building in a customer’s

garden.

The inspired products are said to have long lasting and fade resisting colours which have been

made and developed to complement Ace Sheds customer’s natural colours within the garden.

Ace Sheds say that the fade resistant formulation locks colour into the customers garden wood

with an opaque matt finish that will allow the characteristics of the wood to shine above all. The

Ashford based business also say that the durable formula resists cracking and peeling. The

treatment is said to deliver longevity within the colour. The added waxes make the treatment

waterproof and protect the exterior wood from the stress of any weather or poor conditions.

Ace Sheds say that the treatment is ideal for use on any garden softwood, in which applies to the

garden sheds in Kent that they build, along with the timber workshops and summer houses that

are built from scratch. The product can be applied via the customer onto rough sawn timber or

smooth planed wood – this includes fences, trellis, garden furniture, planters and arches.

Customers are to apply 2 coats with a drying time of 1 – 2 hours, being 4 times re-coatable.  Ace

Sheds have made 16 different colours and types of building treatment available to their

customers.

Ace Sheds currently have lead times of 6 – 8 weeks. The company say that delivery times are at

such length at this time due to the high demand of garden sheds in Kent. Customers are asked

to be patient as Ace Sheds aim to deliver as quickly as possible. The company welcome any

customers to bring their ideas and creations to the Ace Sheds show site in Ashford Kent. The

company can be found at Sparrow Hatch Lane, Bethersden, Ashford, Kent, TN26 3DZ.

Alternatively, customers can add a wealth of extras to their chosen garden shed online.
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